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Parallel Processing has had a major impact on the development of computer science. There is extensive literature on parallel architectures, parallel programming languages and parallel algorithms which has achieved insight into the capabilities and limitations of parallel machines. However, the diversity and complexity of parallel architectures have created a fundamental challenge for programmers, viz. the efficient mapping on algorithms to the parallel environment. Although efficient practical algorithms for problems on particular parallel architectures are already known, still, the active area of current research is the development of a general methodology for the design of parallel algorithms that are practical and efficient on a wide variety of architectures.

This thesis is a further step in that direction. We propose a paradigm for structuring and designing programs for parallel computing. This paradigm is described informally, and advocated by means of a collection of case studies on parallel architecture which are massive.

The inspirational motivation for our paradigm is the drive to initiate a uniform problem-solving method for eliciting the underlying algebraic structure. The existence of some algebraic structure is particularly important in the context of parallel computing, insofar as parallel computers typically perform more efficiently on highly structured computations than they do on unstructured computations.

Typically, the algebraic structure takes the form of a group of transformations that ignore many invariant salient computational characteristics which help in defining the basic problem. In addition to using parallel algorithms for exploiting this symmetry, an underlying theme permeates this thesis: the primacy of symmetry considerations in a broad range of applications, including string matching, particle simulation, and communication primitives.

Our method comprises of the following two main steps:

Firstly, the problem is translated into a generalized matrix multiplication problem. In doing so, addition and multiplication are replaced by more generalised operations, using Extended Karnaugh-Map representation, Matrix Vector Multiplication and comparative study of different algorithms. This carries several advantages like the probable use of highly optimized linear algebra libraries for parallel machines, and new formulation of multi-linear algebraic techniques for considerable amount of hardware.
Secondly, the problem has been translated into matrix symmetry, and this will help in capturing the original problem. Mathematically, the associated matrix will commute with a group of permutation matrices. These invariant matrices admit several parallelizable techniques for their efficient multiplication.

The first technique is simply factorization; i.e. the matrix is factorised into smaller matrices that represent primitive operations supported by the target architecture. This technique emphasizes the use of the multidimensional matrix-matrix product to extract parallelism. This is strongly influenced by the success of the formulation of multidimensional matrix multiplication for parallel algorithms.

The second technique for the manipulation of invariant matrices is called orbit decomposition. Orbit decomposition is a formalization of the familiar technique of caching computations in order to reuse the data later. Orbit decomposition can sometimes induce a particular routing pattern in the parallel architecture: a Cayley graph. This Cayley graph is a graphical representation of the symmetry inherent in the original problem. As it happens, the network connecting the individual processors in a number of classes of parallel machines is also, in many cases, a Cayley graph; our methodology thereby gives rise to an interaction between a Cayley graph arising at the software level, from symmetry considerations, and a Cayley graph arising at the hardware level, from the interconnection network of the processors.

The third technique we use for manipulation of invariant matrices is group Fourier transforms. These generalize the familiar discrete Fourier transformations, the Cooley-Tukey implementation of which has been influential in many areas of computer science. Group Fourier transforms are based on techniques of group representation theory, which can be loosely viewed as the use of matrices to model symmetry, and have undergone energetic development by a number of earlier researchers.

In this thesis we also identified and then discussed the issues faced in relation to the efficient operations of the multi-dimensional arrays. It was found that the most of the proposed methods do not perform well for extended form of tensors although these methods show good
performance when applied to two-dimensional arrays. We discussed the flaws of the traditional matrix representation (TMR) and then proposed the Extended Karnaugh Map Representation (EKMR) as a new scheme which ruled out the drawbacks of the TMR scheme. EKMR is based on the Karnaugh Map. The basic concept of the EKMR technique is to represent the multi-dimensional array in to the form of a set of two-dimensional arrays. Thus, the extended Karnaugh map representation made it easier to design the efficient data parallel algorithms for multi-dimensional arrays having more than two dimensions. We analyzed the data parallel algorithms for multi-dimensional matrix multiplication using the Karnaugh map that is EKMR and concluded that EKMR is better than TMR in all aspects. The concepts given by O’ Boyle to design the loop re-permutation have been applied in this report to design the data parallel algorithms for multi-dimensional array multiplication operation using the EKMR scheme [135, 136]. This report focused on the application of the EKMR on the dense multi-dimensional array, however we have discussed that EKMR is equally effective in case of sparse multi-dimensional arrays. With the help of the parallel algorithms for multi-dimensional matrix multiplication operation using the Karnaugh map, it was proved that the cost of computing index of elements with EKMR scheme is less than that of TMR scheme and the number of lines cached which the dense array operations have accessed for EKMR scheme is less than that of TMR scheme. These were the flaws of the TMR scheme which previously caused the inefficient performance when the dimensions of the arrays exceeded the value of 2. Thanks to the EKMR scheme which optimized the performance even to the nth dimension of the tensors. This thesis described techniques for the design of parallel programs that solve well structured problems with inherent symmetry.

Part first demonstrated the reduction of such problems to generalized matrix multiplication by a group-equivariant matrix. Fast techniques for this multiplication were described, including factorization, orbit decomposition, and Fourier transforms over finite groups. Our algorithms entailed interaction between two symmetry groups: one arising at the software level from the problem's symmetry and the other arising at the hardware level from the processors’ communication network.

Part second illustrated the applicability of our symmetry-exploitation techniques by presenting a series of case studies of the design and implementation of parallel programs.
(i) A parallel program that solved matrix multiplication by factorization of an associated dihedral group-equivariant matrix was described. This code ran faster than previous serial programs and discovered a number of results in its domain.

(ii) Parallel algorithms for Fourier transforms for finite groups were developed and preliminary parallel implementations for group transforms of dihedral and of symmetric groups were described. Applications in learning, vision, pattern recognition and statistics were proposed.

(iii) Parallel implementations solving several computational science problems were described, including the direct N-body problem, convolutions arising from molecular biology, and some communication primitives such as broadcast and reduce. Some of our implementations ran orders of magnitude faster than previous techniques, and were used in the investigation of various physical phenomena.

The next logical stage in the development of our paradigm is the implementation of software tools to support its application. One way to approach an implementation of the ideas in this paper is by analogy with the work of Soicher on GRAPE [301]. GRAPE is a graph-manipulation package, in which each graph is associated with a subgroup of its auto orphism group. We propose to extend this idea to general arrays; we propose to build a general BLAS-like package for the manipulation of arrays in which each array also comes with an associated group of invariance’s.

In this thesis paper, we first identified and then discussed the issues faced in relation to the efficient operations of the multi-dimensional arrays. It was found that the most of the proposed methods do not perform well for extended form of tensors although these methods show good performance when applied to two-dimensional arrays. We discussed the flaws of the traditional matrix representation (TMR) and then proposed the Extended Karnaugh Map Representation (EKMR) as a new scheme which ruled out the drawbacks of the TMR scheme. EKMR is based on the Karnaugh Map. The basic concept of the EKMR technique is to represent the multi-dimensional array in to the form of a set of two-dimensional arrays. Thus, the extended Karnaugh map representation made it easier to design the efficient data parallel algorithms for multi-dimensional arrays having more than two dimensions. We analyzed the data parallel algorithms for multi-dimensional matrix multiplication using the Karnaugh map that is EKMR and concluded that EKMR is better than TMR in all aspects. The concepts given by O’ Boyle to design the loop re-permutation have been applied in this report to design the data parallel
algorithms for multi-dimensional array multiplication operation using the EKMR scheme[43, 44]. This report focused on the application of the EKMR on the dense multi-dimensional array, however we have discussed that EKMR is equally effective in case of sparse multi-dimensional arrays.

With the help of the parallel algorithms for multi-dimensional matrix multiplication operation using the Karnaugh map, it was proved that the cost of computing index of elements with EKMR scheme is less than that of TMR scheme and the number of lines cached which the dense array operations have accessed for EKMR scheme is less than that of TMR scheme. These were the flaws of the TMR scheme which previously caused the inefficient performance when the dimensions of the arrays exceeded the value of 2. Thanks to the EKMR scheme which optimized the performance even to the nth dimension of the tensors.

A complementary approach would be the implementation of our algorithms as part of the loop transformation phase of an optimizing parallelizing compiler [301, 302]. Once a compiler detects a group invariance, it could call, for example, a group convolution algorithm.

5. METHODOLOGY

In the above abstract we compared three models of Parallel Computation PRAM, Interconnection Networks and Combinational Circuits, which differ according to whether the processors communicate among themselves through a shared memory or an interconnection network. We also looked upon two Parallel Programming models Message Passing Programming and Shared Memory Programming. We also found two standard libraries namely PVM and MPI which is implemented in almost all types of parallel computers. We then analyzed the design and performance of Parallel algorithms for computational problem of matrix-vector multiplication and logical problem of string matching. scribd.com. Partha Protim Konwar, Umang Kotriwala, Web.

This thesis described techniques for the design of parallel programs that solve well structured problems with inherent symmetry.

First demonstrated the reduction of such problems to generalized matrix multiplication by a group-equivariant matrix. Fast techniques for this multiplication were described, including
Traditional Matrix Multiplication (TMR), Extended Karnaumap Matrix Multiplication Representation (EKMR), factorization, orbit decomposition. Our algorithms entailed interaction between two symmetry groups: one arising at the software level from the problem's symmetry where we concentrate on software and the other arising at the hardware level from the processors communication network where we concentrate on hardware part for the parallel computing.

Second illustrated the applicability of our symmetry-exploitation techniques by presenting a series of case studies of the design and implementation of parallel programs. A parallel program that solved matrix multiplication by factorization of an associated dihedral group-equivariant matrix was described. This code ran faster than previous serial programs and discovered a number of results in its domain. Parallel algorithms for Fourier transforms for finite groups were developed and preliminary parallel implementations for group transforms of dihedral and of symmetric groups were described. Applications in learning, vision, pattern recognition and statistics were proposed. Parallel implementations solving several computational science problems were described, including the direct N-body problem, convolutions arising from molecular dynamics, and some communication primitives such as broadcast and reduce. Some of our implementations ran orders of magnitude faster than previous techniques, and were used in the investigation of various physical phenomena.